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While CP violation in the B-meson system has been well established by the B factories, there
has been no direct observation of time-reversal violation in this system. Using 468 million B0B0
pairs collected by the BABAR detector at SLAC, we measure T -violating parameters in the time
evolution of neutral-B mesons by comparing the probabilities of definite flavour states B0 or B0
transforming into definite CP final states and vice versa, yielding DST+ = 1.37 ± 0.14 (stat.) ±
0.06 (syst.) and DST = 1.17 ± 0.18 (stat.) ± 0.11 (syst.). The results lead to the first direct observation of time reversal non-invariance through an observation which is independent of CP
violation, and are consistent with current CP-violating measurements obtained invoking CPT
invariance. We also report a new BABAR measurement of the time-dependent CP-asymmetry parameters S and C in the decay B0 ! D⇤+ D⇤ decays using 471 million B0 B0 pairs. This new
analysis makes use of the partial reconstruction technique, resulting in a high reconstruction efficiency and high statistics measurement. We measure the time-dependent CP asymmetry parameters S = 0.34 ± 0.12 ± 0.05 and C = +0.15 ± 0.09 ± 0.04 and, using the value for the CP-odd
fraction R? = 0.158 ± 0.028 ± 0.006, previously measured by BABAR with fully reconstructed
B0 ! D⇤+ D⇤ events, we extract the CP-even components S+ = 0.49 ± 0.18 ± 0.07 ± 0.04 and
C+ = +0.15 ± 0.09 ± 0.04. In each case, the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic; the third uncertainty on S+ is the contribution from the uncertainty on R? . The measured
value of the CP-even component S+ is consistent with the value of sin 2b measured in b ! (cc)s
transitions, and with the Standard Model expectation of small penguin contributions.
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1. Observation of Time Reversal Violation in the B0 Meson System
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In the past decade the BABAR and Belle experiments have produced precise measurements of
the CP-violating parameters in a large number of different B decay channels [1, 2] establishing
first, then testing with unprecedented precision, the interpretation of CP-violation in terms of the
Standard Model (SM) mechanism of a single CP-violating phase appearing in the three-generation
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark-mixing matrix [3]. Within this framework, it is expected that the CP-violating weak interaction must also violate time reversal invariance because, as
any local Lorentz invariant quantum field theory, the SM requires CPT invariance as a fundamental
symmetry [4], as confirmed by all present experimental evidence [5].
To date, the only evidence related to T violation has been found in the neutral K system, where
a difference between the probabilities of K 0 ! K 0 and K 0 ! K 0 transitions for a given elapsed
time has been measured [6]. This flavor mixing asymmetry is both CP- and T -violating (the two
transformations lead to the same observation), independent of time, and requires a nonzero decay
width difference DGK between the neutral K mass eigenstates to be observed [7, 8], which has
aroused controversy in the interpretation of this observable [8, 9].
Experiments that could provide direct evidence of T non-invariance, without using an observation which also violates CP, involve either nonvanishing expectation values of T -odd observables
like the electric dipole moments of the neutron and the electron, for which only experimental upper
limits [10] exist today; or the exchange of initial and final states that are not CP conjugates to each
other, in the time evolution of transition processes; these require neutrinos or unstable particles,
and are therefore particularly difficult to implement and have never been done to date.
We present here the observation, made by BABAR, of T violation in the B meson system,
through the exchange of initial and final states in transitions that can only be connected by a T symmetry transformation.
Due to space limitation, we give here only a sketchy summary of the measurement method
which is described in details elsewere [12]. This analysis uses the same reconstruction algorithms,
selection criteria, calibration techniques, and B meson samples as our most recent time-dependent
CP asymmetry measurement in B ! ccK (⇤)0 decays [13], where the composition of the final sample
is obtained from fits to the mES (for ccKS0 ) and DE (for J/y KL0 ) distributions, using parametric forms
and distributions extracted from MC simulation and dilepton mass sidebands in data to describe the
signal and background components. However in the present analysis, to determine the T -violating
parameters and their significance, we use for the first time the concept [14] of “CP tagging”, which
is used in combination with the usual “flavor tagging” to construct T -transformed processes and,
to get access to the T -violating parameters, we treat the signal data differently, as described below.
In the decay of the ° (4S), the two B mesons are in an entangled, antisymmetric state, as
required by angular momentum conservation for a P-wave particle system. This two-body state is
usually written in terms of flavor eigenstates, such as B0 and B0 , but can be expressed in terms of
any linear combinations of B0 and B0 , such as the B+ and B states introduced in Ref. [12]. They
are defined as the neutral B states filtered by their decay to CP-eigenstates: J/y KL0 (CP-even, B+ )
and J/y KS0 , Y(2S)KS0 or cc1 KS0 , with KS0 ! pp (CP-odd, B ). The B+ and B states are orthogonal
to each other when there is only one weak phase involved in the B decay amplitude, as it occurs in
B decays to J/y K 0 final states [15], and CP violation in neutral kaons is neglected.
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g±
a,b (Dt) µ e

Gd Dt

±
±
1 + Sa,b
sin(Dmd Dt) +Ca,b
cos(Dmd Dt) ,

(1.1)

where indices a = `+ , ` and b = KS0 , KL0 stand for `+ X, ` X and ccKS0 , J/y KL0 final states, respectively, and the symbol + or indicates whether the decay to the flavor final state a occurs
before or after the decay to the CP final state b . Here, Gd is the average decay width, Dmd is the
±
±
mass difference between the neutral B mass eigenstates, and Ca,b
and Sa,b
are model independent
±
±
coefficients. T violation would manifest itself through differences between the Sa,b
or Ca,b
values
+
for T -conjugated processes, for example between S`+ ,K 0 and S` ,K 0 .
L
S
We perform a simultaneous, unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the Dt distributions for flavor
identified ccKS0 and J/y KL0 events, split by flavor category.
The signal probability density function (PDF) is [12]:
Ha,b (Dt) µ g+
a,b (Dttrue )H(Dttrue ) ⌦ R(dt; sDt ) + ga,b ( Dttrue )H( Dttrue ) ⌦ R(dt; sDt ),
where Dttrue is the signed difference of proper time between the two B decays in the limit of perfect
Dt reconstruction, H is the Heaviside step function, R(dt; sDt ) with dt = Dt Dttrue is the resolution
function, and g±
a,b are given by Eq. (1.1). Note that Dttrue is equivalent to Dt ( Dt) when a true
flavor (CP) tag occurs. However, due to finite time resolution, a contamination of true CP tags in the
flavour ID sample and vice versa is possible and leads to a dilution of the T -violating asymmetry.
Flavor ID misidentification, occurring with probability w, also introduces an additional dilution by
a factor of approximately (1 2w).
±
±
From the 16 signal coefficients (Ca,b
, Sa,b
) we form 6 independent asymmetry parameters
±
±
±
±
±
±
(DCT , DST ), (DCCP , DSCP ), (DCCPT , DSCPT ) as shown in Table 1, which also lists the experimental
results obtained from the fits. T -symmetry breaking manifests itself as a non zero value of DST± .
We evaluate the significance of the T -violation signal based on the change in log-likelihood
with respect to the maximum ( 2D ln L ), reducing it by a factor 1 + max{m2i } = 1.61 to account
for systematic errors in the evaluation of the significance. Figure 1 shows CL contours calculated
from the change 2D ln L in two dimensions for the T -asymmetry parameters (DST+ , DCT+ ) and
(DST , DCT ).
Assuming Gaussian errors, and including systematic uncertainties, the significance is equivalent to 14 standard deviations (s ), and thus constitutes direct observation of T violation. The
3
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We select events in which one B candidate is reconstructed in a B+ or B state at time t1 , and
the flavor of the other B is identified (flavor ID) at a later time t2 > t1 , or vice versa. Flavor ID is
made on the basis of the charges of selected prompt leptons, kaons, pions from D⇤ mesons, and
high-momentum charged particles. Denoting generically with ` X (`+ X) reconstructed final states
that identify the flavor of the B as B0 (B0 ), we can thus have, for example, an event reconstructed
in the time-ordered (t1 ,t2 ) final states (`+ X, J/y KS0 ) identifying the transition B0 ! B . We compare the rate for this transition to its T -reversed B ! B0 (exchange of initial and final states) by
reconstructing the final states (J/y KL0 , ` X). Any difference in these two rates is direct evidence
for T -symmetry violation.
Assuming DGd = 0 and defining Dt = t2 t1 > 0, each of the eight transitions B0 ! B ,
B+ ! B0 , B0 ! B+ , B ! B0 and their T -symmetry transformed, has a general time-dependent
decay rate given by:

∆CT±
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Figure 1: The central values (blue point and red square) and two-dimensional CL contours for 1 CL =
0.317, 4.55 ⇥ 10 2 , 2.70 ⇥ 10 3 , 6.33 ⇥ 10 5 , 5.73 ⇥ 10 7 , and 1.97 ⇥ 10 9 , calculated from the change in
the value of 2D ln L compared with its value at maximum ( 2D ln L = 2.3, 6.2, 11.8, 19.3, 28.7, 40.1), for
the pairs of T -asymmetry parameters (DST+ , DCT+ ) (blue dashed curves) and (DST , DCT ) (red solid curves).
Systematic uncertainties are included. The T -invariance point is shown as a + sign.

significance of CP and CPT violation is determined analogously, obtaining respectively, 17s and
0.3s , consistent with CP violation and CPT invariance.
These results [17] constitute the first observation of T violation in any system through the
exchange of initial and final states in transitions that can only be connected by a T -symmetry
transformation.

2. Measurement of the Time-Dependent CP Asymmetry of Partially Reconstructed
B0 ! D⇤+ D⇤ Decays
The BABAR and Belle collaborations have performed the most accurate measurements [13, 18]
⇥
⇤
⇤ /V V ⇤ , via the time-dependent CP violation
of the CP parameter sin2b , where b ⌘ arg Vcd Vcb
td tb
asymmetry in b ! (cc)s transitions, in which the B0 decays to charmonium final states. Similar
measurements in Cabibbo suppressed b ! ccd transitions, such as B0 ! D(⇤)+ D(⇤) , are predicted
in the SM to yield the same value of sin2b , if contributions from penguin processes can be neglected. Models based on factorization and heavy quark symmetry have found these to be only a
few percent of the total amplitude, but they could be greatly enhanced by loop diagrams involving
non-SM particles (e.g., charged Higgs) introducing additional phases [19]. A large deviation of the
measured parameter Sh of Eq. 2.1 from the value of sin2b measured in b ! (cc)s transitions, or a
non-zero value of direct CP violation, would thus be strong evidence of new physics [20].
In ° (4S) ! B0 B0 events the time-dependent decay rate for B0 ! D⇤+ D⇤ , taking into account
4
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±
Table 1: Measured values of the T -, CP-, and CPT -asymmetry parameters, defined as the differences in Sa,b
±
and Ca,b between symmetry-transformed transitions. The values of reference coefficients are also given at
the bottom. The first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic. The indices ` , `+ , KS0 , and KL0
stand for reconstructed final states that identify the B meson as B0 , B0 , B , and B+ , respectively.

Parameter
DST+

= S`

Result
S`++ ,K 0
S

,KL0

DCT+

S`+ ,K 0

L

,KL0
L

C`+ ,K 0
S

+
DSCP
= S`+ ,K 0

S`++ ,K 0

DSCP = S`

S`+ ,K 0

= C`

DCT = C`+ ,K 0
S

DCCP = C`

0.10 ± 0.14 ± 0.08

0.04 ± 0.14 ± 0.08
1.30 ± 0.11 ± 0.07

S

,KS0
+
= C` ,K 0
S

+
DCCP

1.17 ± 0.18 ± 0.11

S

C`++ ,K 0
S

1.33 ± 0.12 ± 0.06

S

C`++ ,K 0
S

0.07 ± 0.09 ± 0.03

C`+ ,K 0

,KS0

0.08 ± 0.10 ± 0.04

S

+
DSCPT
= S`+ ,K 0

S`++ ,K 0

DSCPT =

S`+ ,K 0

+
DCCPT

L

S`++ ,K 0
L

= C`+ ,K 0
L

DCCPT = C`++ ,K 0
L
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DST = S`+ ,K 0

1.37 ± 0.14 ± 0.06

S
S

C`++ ,K 0
S
C`+ ,K 0
S

S`++ ,K 0

0.16 ± 0.21 ± 0.09
0.03 ± 0.13 ± 0.06
0.14 ± 0.15 ± 0.07

0.03 ± 0.12 ± 0.08
0.55 ± 0.09 ± 0.06

S

S`+ ,K 0

0.66 ± 0.06 ± 0.04

S

C`++ ,K 0

0.01 ± 0.07 ± 0.05

S

C`+ ,K 0

0.05 ± 0.06 ± 0.03

S

the mistag probability 1 and the effect of tags due to the unreconstructed D0 , is given by
n
TD⇤+ D⇤ = G4d e Gd |Dt| · 1 Stag Dw(1 a)+
o
+ Stag (1 2w) (1 a) · [C cos(Dmd Dt) + Sh sin(Dmd Dt)] ,

(2.1)

where a, the fraction of events in which the tagging track is from the unreconstructed D0 , is determined combining Monte Carlo and data information to be a = 0.12 ± 0.04 (0.0 ± 0.02) for kaon
(lepton) tags, after a cut has been applied on the cosine of the CM opening angle qtag between the
tagging track and the direction of the unreconstructed D0 equal to cos qtag  0.75 (0.50) for the
kaon (lepton) tagged sample. Gd is the B0 width averaged over the two mass eigenstates, Dmd is the
B0 B0 mixing frequency and Dt is the resolution-convolved time interval between the B0 ! D⇤+ D⇤
decay (Brec ) and the decay of the other B (Btag ) in the event; the parameter Stag = +1 ( 1) indicates
the flavor of the Btag as a B0 (B0 ). Possible detector effects leading to a small difference between the
1 In

this analysis we only use flavor tagging, so here and in the following we refer to it simply as tag (or mistag).
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mistag probability of B0 tags (w + ) and that of B0 tags (w ), are parametrized in the PDF by using
the average mistag rate w ⌘ (w + + w )/2 and the mistag rate difference Dw ⌘ w + w . We obtain their values of w = 0.201 ± 0.002 (0.104 ± 0.002) and Dw = 0.011 ± 0.003 (0.001 ± 0.005)
for the kaon (lepton) tags from Monte Carlo. The time-dependent CP asymmetry parameters Sh
and C are given by
C=

1 |l |2
;
1 + |l |2

Sh = h

2¡m(l )
;
1 + |l |2

l=

qA
;
pA

sin2b = ¡m(l ).

(2.2)

2 Charge

conjugate decay modes are implied.
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We present here a new measurement based on the technique of partial reconstruction, which
allows us to gain a factor of ' 5 in the number of selected signal events with respect to the most
recent BABAR full reconstruction analysis [21].
In the partial reconstruction of a B0 ! D⇤+ D⇤ candidate, we reconstruct fully only one of
the two D⇤± mesons in the decay chain D⇤ ! D0 p 2 , by identifying D0 candidates in one of four
final states: Kp, Kpp 0 , Kppp, KS0 pp. Since the kinetic energy available in the decay D⇤ ! D0 p
is small, we combine one reconstructed D⇤± with an oppositely charged low-momentum pion,
assumed to originate from the decay of the unreconstructed D⇤⌥ , and evaluate the mass mrec of the
recoiling D0 meson by using the momenta of the two particles. For signal events, mrec peaks at the
nominal D0 mass [16] with a r.m.s. width of about 3 MeV/c2 , while for background events no such
peak is visible, which makes mrec the primary variable to discriminate signal from background.
Backgrounds to the B0 ! D⇤+ D⇤ process include combinatorial BB events, reduced by using
kinematical and vertex constraints, and non-bb (continuum) backgrounds, reduced with a constraint
on the second Fox-Wolfram moment ratio R2 and by combining several event-shape variables into
a Fisher discriminant variable F used in the fits.
The flavor tagging algorithm is based on selected quality tracks identified as electrons, muons
(lepton tags) or kaons.
The time difference Dt is calculated using Dt = Dz/gb c, where Dz = zrec ztag is the difference
between the z-coordinates of the partially reconstructed Brec and Btag vertices and the boost parameters are calculated using the measured beam energies. We define the Brec vertex as the decay point
of the fully reconstructed D⇤± .
The Btag vertex reconstruction depends on the tagging category. For kaon-tagged events, we
obtain ztag from a beam spot constrained vertex fit of all charged tracks in the event, excluding those
from the Brec meson and those within 1 rad of the unreconstructed D0 momentum in the CM frame,
which presumably originate from the D0 decay. For lepton-tagged events, we use the lepton track
parameters and errors, and the measured beam spot position and size in the plane perpendicular to
the beams.
After the event selection is complete, the rest of the analysis proceeds with a series of unbinned
maximum-likelihood fits, performed simultaneously on the on- and off-resonance data samples and
independently for the lepton-tagged and kaon-tagged events.
The final results of the Dt fits for the kaon- and lepton-tagged sample are shown in Fig. 2,
where we plot the Dt distributions separately for B0 and B0 tags, together with the time-dependent
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raw CP asymmetry defined as:
NStag =1 (Dt) NStag = 1 (Dt)
.
NStag =1 (Dt) + NStag = 1 (Dt)
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Figure 2: Top: Dt distribution for B0 (dashed) and B0 (solid) kaon and lepton tags; the lower curves in red
are the corresponding signal PDFs. Bottom: raw time-dependent CP asymmetry. Only data in the restricted
signal region mrec > 1.860 GeV/c2 are shown.

The combined kaon and lepton tag results for the CP violating parameters are:
C = +0.15 ± 0.09 ± 0.04
S = 0.34 ± 0.12 ± 0.05.
Since the B0 ! D⇤+ D⇤ is the decay of a scalar to two vector mesons, the final state is a mixture
of CP-even and CP-odd eigenstates. If penguin amplitudes can be neglected then S+ = S , C+ =
C and the value of the CP-even components S+ and C+ can be obtained using the CP-odd fraction
measured by BABAR [21] of R? = 0.158 ± 0.029 to give
C+ = +0.15 ± 0.09 ± 0.04
S+ = 0.49 ± 0.18 ± 0.07 ± 0.04,
where the uncertainties shown are statistical and systematic. The third uncertainty is the contribution from the error on R? , which is obtained by varying the value of R? by ±1s . The systematic
uncertainties are dominated by the imperfect knowledge of the shape of the background, of the
mistag parameters and for kaon tags by interference effects from doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decay amplitudes on the tagging side of the event.
7
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This result [22] is an independent determination of the CP-violating parameters of b ! (cc)d
transitions, is compatible with previous measurements [21] from BABAR and Belle using fully reconstructed decays, and leads to a significant improvement in the total overall errors on these
parameters. It agrees well with the Standard Model expectation of negligible contributions to the
decay amplitude from penguin diagrams and thence with S+ = sin 2b .
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